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A ILGIC CF TIME 

In this paper we describe the salient features 
of a new system for reasoning about time. The 
system represents time primarily -- though not 
exclusively -- in terms of intervals, and perfom 
deductions on this representat ion. It has a 
mechanism for maintaining consistency in the 
representat ion and discovering the origin of 
inconsistencies. Further, its deduct ion mechanisms 
for intervals are easily extended to deal with time 
points. Finally, it embodies a sirrple and elegant 
schgne for reasoning about absolute dates. 

BY hE4vs m I-ION 

Imagine a world in which I were not a ca-rputer 
scientist, but an inveterate explorer, a world 
traveller. In this world I would have been many 
places, spending at one time several years in 
Africa before going on to explore the Peruvian 
Andes. Imagine also that for sane time during n-y 
African stay, I contracted a case of ber i-beri. 
Hunan beings will naturally deduce that ny being 
ill with beri-beri cana before ny being in Peru. 
This deduction is typical of the kind of reasoning 
about time that we have tried to capture in a 
carputer system in current development at BH% The 
user of our system rrakes assert ions about the 
interrelations of events in time. The system in 
turn deduces new information about the events’ 
interrelations, and makes this informat ion 
available to the user’s queries. 

In this paper we will describe the salient 
features of our system. In particular, we will 
look at the t-rain representation scheme we have 
chosen for time (we view time primarily in terms of 
intervals), and will show how deductions about time 
can be autanated with this representation. We wi 11 
briefly discuss how our system n-aintains its 
representation internally consistent. Finally, we 
will describe how our deduction mchanisms can be 
gracefully extended to deal with time points and 
absolute dates. 

*This research was supported by the Advanced 
Research Projects Agency of the Department of 
Defense under Contract No. NOOO14-77-C-0378 

There are several ways in which hmn beings 
understand time (for exarrple as points, intervals, 
or with respect to calendar dates). In our system, 
we have chosen to represent tirre pr imar i ly -- 
though not exclusively -- in terms of intervals. 
In so doing have followed the suggestions of 
Jamas Allen 2 Tl that intervals are the roost 
ca-rputationally natural way of representing time. 
Relations between time intervals are described in 
our system by “operators” in a lo ic. 

B 23; 
This logic 

is an extension of that given in at its core 
it is carposed of 13 relational ir irni tives and a 
large body of inference rules. The primitives 
describe unarrbiguously each of the possible uays 
that two intervals can be related (they can be 
equa 1, overlap, one can precede the other, and so 
forth). The precise meaning of these primitives is 
most intuitively cannunicated by a drawing, and we 
wi 11 hence only give their definitions here in a 
graphic form (see Figure 1). 
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IB B equals A 

Figure 1: Primitive relations between intervals 
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The relational primitives can be joined into 
I 

relational vectors; -a relational vector describes a 
ccn-posite relation between two time intervals. For 
exG-ple 

A (IMIINS BEGINS OVERIAPS) B 

asserts that interval A is either strictly 
contained in B (D-RIM;), is contained in B but co- 
starting with it (BEGINS), or overlaps the “left 
edge” of B (OVERLAPS). See Figure 2. The 
smntics of relational vectors is one of exclusive 
disjunction. That i s , exact 1 y one and on 1 y one of 
the primitive ccn-ponents of the vector precisely 
describes the relation of the intervals linked by 
the vector. Hence, a vector consisting of only one 
primitive exactly describes the relation between 
two interval s, whereas the vector cqosed of all 
13 primitives we interpret as the zero-vector. 
Asserting that two intervals are related by the 
zero-vector means that one in fact knows nothing 
about how they actually relate. 

Figure 2: The relation A (DRIK BEGINS OVERLAPS) B 

We mentioned above that our logic has as part of 
its core a body of inference rules. These rules 
are used to ccn-bine known assert ions and deduce new 
information. They have the following form. 

“If interval A is related to interval B by Rl (1) 
and B is related to interval C by R2 

then A is related to C by R3” 

Rl and R2 are relational primitives and R3 is a 
vector. The following three rules (i 1 lustrated by 
Figure 3) are typical exvles. 

A mAINS B and B ENTAINS C 
=> A KKNTAINs) c 

(2) 

A CSXIAINS B and B BEos\J-BY C 
=> A ~XAINS) c 

(3) 

A CXrJTAINS B and B OvERLAppED-BY C (4) 
=> A (~XI-AINS m-Fp( 0 VmAPPDBY) c 

In our system the rules are used to define the 
ccn-position properties of the primitive relations 
of the logic; there is thus one cqosition rule 
for each pair of primitive relations (169 rules in 
total ). The rules can be extended in a 
straightforward way to deal with cases where 
intervals are related by vectors constructed of 

A I-1 A contains B 

BW B contains C 

CH 

A 1-1 A contains B 

BW B begun-by C 

CH 

A- A contains B 

BH B overtapped-bg C 
p.$2$L, 

more than one primitive relation. Consider fomula 
1 above. Say Rl is actually a vector V = (v, . . . 

vm) and R2 is the vector U = (ul . . . u,). Then R3 

is ccmputed by ccn-bining (disjunctively) the 
vectors deduced fro-n the curposition rules for the 
pairs of primitives Vi and uj (for each cvonent 

Vi of V and each ccn-ponent u- of U). This process 
I 

preserves the disjunctive semantics of vectors. 

Figure 3: Illustrations of rules l-3 

re 
For exmp 16 say A is related to B, and B is 

lated to c as in these twp assertions: 

A (PAINS) B 
B @N-I-AINS --BY 0 VERIAPPED-BY) c. 

To ccn-pute A’s relation to C, we ccrrbine the 
deductions rrade by the three rules above, and 
obtain the following result. 

A (CXXI-AINS --BY OVEUAPP~BY) c 

USINS -IHE IJXIC 

Our systen endeavors to maintain a “ccnplete 
picture” of all the interrelations of all the time 
intervals the user has declared to exist. That is, 
for each pair of intervals declared by the user, 
the system will keep track of the vector that most 
accurately describes their interrelation. sm of 
these relation vectors will have been asserted by 
the user, others mst be deduced frcm the user *s 
original assertions. These deductions are 
performed in a process of constraint propagation 
which is guided by the basic curposi tion rules of 
the time logic. As we saw above, if IR know that A 
relates to B by Rl, and B to C by R2, then we can 
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constrain A’s relation to C by the curposition rule 
for RI and R2. If C is also known to relate to D 
by R3, then we can constrain A’s relation to D by 
co-r-posing R3 with the carposition of Rl and R2, and 
so forth. To maintain the aforementioned carplete 
picture, the system applies the transitive closure 
of the ccrrposi t ion rules to al 1 the relations 
between al 1 the declared time intervals. 

Grrputing the transitive closure of an operation 
is a well understood process, but generally 
requires a clear mathematical fomralization of the 
operation. We have been able to forrrulate the 
ccn-posi tion rules of our logic in this way. 
Indeed, it is possible to state the carposition 
rules in tenm of a n-u1 tip1 ication and an addition 
over relation vectors. These operations, along 
with the appropriate identity elements, define an 
algebraic structure over relation vectors that is 
very close to being a semiring. The reserblance to 
a semiring is sufficiently good that we can compute 
the transitive closure operation using a 
modification of a polyncmial time algoritlm 
initially designed for closed semirings. The 
original algor i tlm, attributed among others to 

Kleene, is given in 1 11 and operates in n3 time 

and r? space, where n 
about which assert ions hge 

the ntier 
been made. 

of intervals 

A GLIMPSE OF asNSIS’IEXY MI- 

To deduce the interrelation of two intervals, 
our system carbines information derived frcm all 
the assertions that the user has ever made. In so 
doing, it may discover that sane of the user’s 
assert ions are in fact rrutually contradictory. 
Contradictions can arise in any nurber of ways; 
typical exsrples include in-possible B-/AFTER 
chains, such as A (BE.FU?E) B, B (BERXE) C, and C 
(BEKRE) A. An inportant generalization about 
contradictions in this dcmain is that they are 
always due to a set of assertions as a whole. One 
can not meaningfully single out one assertion frcm 
a contradictory set as being the principal cause of 
the inconsistency. 

Our system handles contradictions by a technique 
inspired by the truth maintenance system of Jon 
Doyle [5] and the time specialist of Kahn and Gerry 
1 61  l 

Whenever a new set of assertions is added by 
the user, the transitive closure operation is 
reccrrputed. During this operation, the system 
monitors part ial carputat ions to discover 
contradictions. If one is found, the system 
interrupts the transitive closure process and 
backtraces through its ccfrputations. As it 
backtraces, the system r-rakes use of information it 
recorded during the deduction process, and isolates 
the exact set of rmtually inconsistent assertions 
that led to the contradiction. This set is returned 
to the user. 

In part to acknowledge our sources of 
inspiration, we have naned the process by which our 
system handles contradictions consistency 
maintenance. 

TIM? FONTS 

At the onset of this paper we noted that 
intervals are not the only mechanisn by which human 
beings understand time; another can-non construct is 
that of time points. Time points are naturally 
defined bytkxndaries of intervals and by 
certain dating schemes (which we describe below). 
In fact, much of the earlier 1 i terature on 
reason i ng about time describes ccrrputer systems 
whose primary representation of time was in terms 
of points, not intervals. This is the case with 
the -S system of Bruce [4] and the time 
specialist of Kahn and Gorry. 

Our system handles time points in rruch the sane 
way that it handles intervals: points are objects 
whose interrelations can be described by primitives 
in a logic. The logic of points is arrived at by 
expanding the earlier logic of intervals. To the 
older logic we add new primitive relations (which 
like the old ones can be built into vectors), and 
new carposi t ion rules over these primitives (which 
can be **con j o i ned” to deal with vectors). The new 
primitives can be broken into three groups: 
(1) those which relate points to other points, 
(2) those which relate intervals to points, and 
(3) those which relate points to intervals. 
As before, we prefer to define these new relations 
graphically (see Figure 4). 

Pl 
l 

p2 Pl 0 l beforee P2 
P2 l aftero PI 

Pl 
32 PI *equals0 P2 

P2 l equaZs* PI 

I 
I 
'p 

l 

P 

P I *before 
I after, P 

P abegins I 
I begun-bye P 

P l durinq I 
I contains@ P 

P rends I 
I ended-by* P 

P I *after 

I P before* 

Figure 4: hkw primitive relations (involving 
points) 

The curposi tion rules that we add to the logic 
not only define the carposition of the new 
primitive relations with themselves, but also with 
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the original relations that applied to intervals 
only. Again, we present scme typical examples of 
these rules (illustrated by Figure 5). 

A EEKRE’ Pl and Pl ‘EERRE’ P2 

=> A (BEKRE’ ) P2 

(5) 

AEEI?XE*PandP’BEKREB 
=> A (BEKRE) B 

(6) 

A EEINS B and B CfVTAINS’ P 

+A (PAINS m-BY* ~~~) P 

(7) 

Pl P2 
,A, a 0 A beforea PI 

PI #be ore* P.2 

A before. P 

P #before B 

A begins B 

B contains@ P 

Figure 5: Illustrations of rules 5-7 

The mechanisn by which our sys tern makes 
deductions about points is just an extension of 
that which it uses to mke deductions about 
intervals. As with intervals, the user can declare 
the existence of certain time points and assert 
their interrelations to other points or to 
intervals. Just as before, the system rraintains a 
“curplete picture** of al 1 these objects’ 
interrelations by means of a transitive closure 
oper at i on. The operation is sinply performed over 
the expanded set of carposition rules in the newer 
logic. 

As a final note about points, we should state 
that including them along with intervals in the 
da-rain of our system only minimally carplicates the 
deduction algorithm. The polynunial ccrrplexi ty 
results and the consistency maintenance renain 
unaffected. 

ABDLIJ’IE WTIIG 

There are two dating mechanisms that are 
ccmnonly used by people. The first dates entire 
intervals, and its best example is the standard 
calendar (which gives a unique nane to intervals of 
an entire day). The second assigns **time starps” 
of sorts to particular rn3nents or points in time. 

This kind of dating is exaTlified by the reference 
to **Y:OO o’clock** in the sentence “Bi 11 will arrive 
by 9:00 o’clock”. The time stzrrps assigned by this 
method of dating are what we call absolute dates. 

We have incorporated a method for reasoning 
about absolute dates into our system. Our system 
handles statements about absolute dates by mapping 
them into the logic of intervals and points. Once 
this mapping is carpleted, the original statements 
involving absolute dates need in fact never be 
consul ted again. 

Mre specifically, whenever the user makes an 
assert ion relating an interval (or point) to a 
date, the system autanatical ly generates a time 
point to correspond to the date. This generated 
time point (which we call a date point) is then 
appropriately related to the inGal point) in 
the user’s assertion. The new date point rmst also 
be related to all other known date points; the 
system performs this autanatically by sinply adding 
a few new statements to its store of assertions. 
This process is performed under the guidance of a 
sin-ple calendar function. 

Once the system has generated these (internal) 
assertions, it can use them to deduce new 
information by the very sime constraint propagation 
process that operates over intervals and points. 
It never again need consult the user’s original 
statements relating dates to intervals or points. 
This is an appealing result since it obviates the 
need to maintain separate rrechanisns for dealing 
with dated and undated information. This dual 
reasoning was typically present in earlier time 
systems, such as that of Kahn and Gorry. 

Finally, we should note that the assertions our 
system generates when creating a date point have 
the sane ccnputational status as the user’s undated 
assertions. This insures that dated assertions 
will fall under the scrutiny of consistency 
maintenance just as undated ones do. The system 
wi 11 d i s cover that da ted assertions are 
inconsistent with each other (or with undated 
information) in exactly the sane way that it 
discovers inconsistencies between undated 
assertions. 

OTHER DIRECTICNS 

What we have described in the preceding pages 
are fi tmly established features of our system. At 
the time of writing, most of these features have 
been implemented. Before closing this paper 
though, we would 1 ike to mention very briefly sane 
of the hew directions in which we are extending our 
work. We are concentrating our efforts primarily 
in two areas. The first of these is reasoning 
about absolute duration. We would like to give our 
system the ability to make deductions based on 
information about the length of intervals. The 
second is a search for methods for 1 imi ting 
curputation. The polynunial carplexity of our 
deduction algorittms is good, but not ideal: we 
would like to have an elegant mechanism to limit 
the anount of carputation involved in the deduction 



process. We have tentative solutions in both of 
these areas, and will report upon 
in a for thcaning docunent [S] . 

them mDre fully 

In parting, we wuld 1 ike to place our wrk in a 
broader perspective. Recently, several writers 
have described general models of time and act ion 
(specifically Janes Allen [3] and Drew McDemrott 
[7] 1. Our efforts are nowhere nearly as arbitious 
as theirs. Instead we have sought to construct a 
basic ca-rputational tool that could be used by 
larger prograrrs. (In our ok research, for 
instance, w intend to use our time systen as part 
of a plan recognizer for natural 1 anguage 
understanding.) ar appr oath is actually 
consistent with that of Nldkrmott and that of 
Allen. In fact, both of these authors have assuned 
in their models the existence of underlying time 

maintenance rt-odules similar to the one described 
here. 

tir goals in this research have all along been 
to provide a sirrple but ccffplete inference 
mechanism over the time darain, one that ule hoped 
wuld free researchers in AI f run having to tackle 
the low-level details of reasoning about time. We 
are hoping that our system will permit thgn to turn 
their attention to more rewarding investigations in 
problem solving, language understanding, and other 
intelligent behavior. 

This work would not have been possible without 
the intellectual stimulation and support of rmny 
people. A-nong thm are James Allen, Jim Schrolze, 
Candy Si dner , and Bill Woods. To them and others, 
all ny thanks. 
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